CHEVROLET CAVALIER & PONTIAC SUNFIRE
DYNAPRO BIG BRAKE FRONT HAT KIT

Models Covered:
- Chevrolet Cavalier 1999-2004
- Pontiac Sunfire 1999-2004

Kit Features:
- Full bolt-on installation
- Compatible with OE master cylinder output and ABS

Component Features:

DynaPro Four Piston Radial Mount Calipers
- Rigid FEA designed billet body provides maximum clamping efficiency and unyielding pedal response by eliminating fluid volume displacement loss from structural deflection at the high output pressures generated by power brake master cylinders.
- Four piston design generates high clamping force with balanced pad loading.
- Quick-Clip pad retainers allow fast and easy pad service without caliper removal.
- Spring loaded stainless steel SRS bridge plates reduce noise by damping engagement harmonics and stopping pad rattle. Bridge wear from gouging at the pad trailing edge is also eliminated.
- Internal fluid passages prevent all potential problems associated with external fluid transfer tubes.
- Four corner bleed screws accommodate effective gas evacuation regardless of mounting position.
- Radial mounting provides solid attachment with two planes of adjustment for precise alignment and simplified caliper service in the field.

SRP or ULHP Series 12.19” Diameter Rotors
- ULHP and SRP series rotors in these kits are manufactured from premium grade carbon iron. The rotors are precision machined to minimize all run-out and provide precise fit time after time.
- ULHP series rotors are close tolerance machined with a smooth face finish. ULHP rotors are preferred for all 15” front drag wheel categories or street strip categories that use OE spindles. HP rotors also provide long service life on the street.
- SRP series rotors feature the high performance and high-tech styling of our signature directional drill and slot pattern and durable black E-coat finish that keeps them looking good mile after mile.

Forged Aluminum Rotor Mounting Hats
- Premium grade alloy forged aluminum hats are lightweight and provide sturdy mounting of the vented iron rotors over the OE hub assembly.
- High luster black anodized finish resists corrosion and enhances the custom appearance inside the wheel.

Wilwood “Smart Pads”
- Kit includes BP-10 compound “Smart Pads”. BP-10 is a unique metallic composite compound that delivers quiet, low dust performance, but with the improve response, friction, and temperature range of a semi-metallic style pad.
- Optional track day and competition only pad compounds are also available to fine tune brake response for a particular vehicle type, individual driving style, or preferences.

Brackets, Hardware, and Plumbing
- Machined billet radial mount brackets with all necessary high strength fasteners, washers, and alignment shims are included with each kit.
- Optional flex line kits include stainless steel reinforced hoses with machine crimped ends and the fittings necessary to connect the calipers to the OE brake line fitting at the chassis. Flex line kits must be ordered separately.